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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

TC BROS CHOPPERS 
PART #103-0008 (stock tire width) & #103-0009 (200 series tire width) 

WELD ON HARDTAIL KITS FOR ALL 1982-2003 HARLEY DAVIDSON SPORTSTER MODELS 
If downloading & printing these instructions online, be sure to set your printer to print “Full Scale”  

Note: Please be aware that this procedure may exceed your technical abilities. Please read instructions completely and 
carefully before attempting installation. This product requires welding and use of power tools to install. All welding 
should only be performed by an experienced, competent welding professional. This is NOT a project for the first time 
novice welder. All welding should be done using equipment powered by a 230V power source or larger to allow for 
sufficient weld penetration. If your welder plugs into a standard U.S. household 115V outlet, it is NOT powerful enough 
to use for installation. If you are unsure of your abilities, please consult an experienced fabricator. 

 
WARNING: INSTALL & USE AT YOUR OWN RISK! Always wear and use all proper safety gear at all times when installing 
this product. This includes, but is not limited to, proper eye protection, ear protection, proper ventilation, and proper 
welding safety equipment. We have made every attempt to ensure that these instructions are concise and easy to 
follow, but if any mistakes are found, or you require additional information, we can be reached M-F from 8:00am-
5:00pm EST by calling 419-265-9399 or via email at sales@tcbroschoppers.com. TC Bros Choppers LLC assumes no 
liability for any personal injury or property damage caused by the installation and/or use or misuse of this or any other 
product.  
 
Tools required for installation: 

1.) Motorcycle disassembly tools. Some helpful tools include Hex Key wrenches (aka “Allen Wrenches”), 
Combination Wrenches, Ratcheting Wrench and Socket set, and Screwdriver set. 

2.) Measuring & Marking Tools including Tape Measure, Square (Machinist or Combination Style), Scribe or fine 
tipped paint marker, Straight Edge or Level, and Masking tape. 

3.) Steel Frame Cutting Tool. Possible tool includes Hacksaw, Reciprocating saw, Portable Band saw, Air powered 
grinder or Electric Angle Grinder with proper wheel. Cutting torch is not recommended. 

4.) Grinding tool to finish cuts to square if they are not perfect on the first try. Electric or Air Powered Angle grinder 
is most commonly used. 

5.) Paint removal tool. Possibilities include a simple strip of 80 grit sandpaper or emery cloth, an angle grinder with 
wire brush installed, or abrasive blaster. Coarse grinding wheels or sanding discs are not recommended. 
Remember that you only want to remove the paint around the joint to be welded in order to prevent weld 
contamination. You do NOT want to be removing steel and reducing the wall thickness of the stock frame tubing 
as you can severely weaken the structural integrity of your finished connection.  

6.) Hole drilling tool. Best choice of tools is a hammer and center punch, 5/16”-3/8” (8mm-9.5mm) Drill Bit (or step 
drill), and a drill (air or electric). 

7.) Tube de-burring tool. A round file, rat tail file, cylindrical flap wheel, or deburring knife are all good choices for 
gently removing burrs from the inside of your frame tubes after cutting. 

8.) Motorcycle lift or heavy duty table/workbench. Not required, but makes install much easier.    
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HARDTAIL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
1.) Disassemble motorcycle to the bare frame (includes removing engine from frame). A service manual can be very 
helpful if you are unsure how to remove a specific component. TC Bros Choppers sells service manuals for Sportsters. 
Part #118-0009 is for 1985 and older models. Part #118-0010 is for 1986-2003 models. These can be purchased on our 
website www.tcbros.com or by calling 419-265-9399.  
 
2.) Measure for cut on upper backbone tube of frame. Mark cut location 13 ¾” (349mm) from the steering neck tube 
using scribe or fine tip paint marker. Wrap straight around tube with masking tape to give a visual identifier to aid in 
making a straight cut. (See Figure 1) 

 
3.) Measure for cut on lower frame rails of frame using tape measure and square. Mark cut location 4” (102mm) from 
the face of tube of rear lower transmission mount towards the front of the motorcycle using scribe or paint marker (See 
Figure 2). Apply masking tape as described in step 2. 
 
4.)  A square is very helpful for transferring the measurement from one tube to the next (See Figure3). Apply masking 
tape as described in step 2. 

 
5.) Double check measurements of all 3 locations to ensure masking tape is in proper locations. Complete upper 
backbone cut first, being careful to make cut as straight as possible (See Figure 4). Repeat procedure for both lower 
frame rail cuts. Hacksaw, Reciprocating Saw, Portable Bandsaw, or Angle Grinder with proper cutting wheel are all 
effective tools to make the necessary cuts. 
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6.) Check squareness of cuts using square (See Figure 5) and correct as necessary using grinder, being careful not to 
make tube any shorter than it is supposed to be, or else you will be left with a much larger gap to fill with weld (may 
require multiple passes to fill). 

 
7.) Remove paint around all tubes (minimum ½” or 13mm from cut end of tube) to prevent weld contamination (See 
Figure 6). Sandpaper, wire brush, or abrasive blaster are all effective tools for removing paint. Do not use coarse grinding 
wheels or sanding disks that may remove significant amounts of steel from tubing, thereby weakening the final welded 
joint. You only want to remove paint. 
 
8.) Mark center point of hole locations for plug (rosette) welds on bottom sides of stock frame tubing ½” (13mm) from 
the cut end of the tubes using a center punch and hammer (See Figure 7). Carefully drill 3 holes using a drill bit between 
5/16” and 3/8” in diameter (8mm-9.5mm diameter)( See Figure 8). 

 
9.) Gently remove burrs from the inside of the tubes using a file, sanding drum/flap-wheel, or deburring knife. Be sure 
that paint is removed around the holes to prevent weld contamination (See Figure 9). 
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10.) Re-Install Engine into cut, stock front frame half using original engine mounts and hardware. Tighten, but do not 
fully tighten hardware so that engine can still slide up and down in the stock, slotted engine mounts. 
 
11.) Slide hardtail (backbone slug first, then lower rails) into stock frame until it fully seats against rear portion on engine 
(transmission) mount. At most, a slight wiggle of the hardtail should be all it takes for the mounts on the hardtail to slide 
over the dowels on the lower 2 bolts of the rear transmission mount. Place the 4 supplied 3/8” diameter socket head 
bolts into their respective holes. The 3/8-24 x 1 ¼” long (fine thread, part #119-0173) socket head bolts pass through the 
holes in the lower welded engine mount of the hardtail and thread into the 2 lower mounting holes of the rear engine 
mount. The 3/8-16 x 1 ¾” long (coarse thread, part #119-0174) socket head bolts pass through the holes in the upper 
welded engine mount of the hardtail, then the upper holes of the engine itself, then the 3/8” Flat Washers (part #109-
0026), before finally threading into the supplied 3/8-16 Nylock Nuts (part #119-0013). Fully torque all 4 of the supplied 
socket head bolts to 30ft-lbs (40.7 N m) each. Note: when completing final assembly of the engine after painting frame, 
apply medium strength threadlocker (Blue Loctite #242 works great) to all fasteners before tightening to manufacturer’s 
recommend torque specification as listed in your service manual.     

 

 
12.) If you made your cuts correctly, you will most likely notice that the gap at the top backbone tube joint is rather large 
(See Figure 10). This is totally normal at this point because your engine is most likely fully slid downwards in the slotted 
mounting holes of the engine mounts, thus leaving your lower engine cases resting on the lower frame tube. You will 
need to raise the engine by either having a friend lift on the rear of the hardtail or by inserting your stock axle through 
the slots in the rear axle plates and lifting the frame/engine by placing a small jack underneath the axle (See Figure 11). 
If your cuts were made correctly, you should be able to lift upward and end up with approximately a 1/8” gap between 
the ends of all 3 stock frame tubes and all 3 of the hardtail tubes (See Figure 12). This gap is perfectly normal and allows 
for proper weld penetration into the slug tube in the middle of the joint for the highest final joint strength possible. 
When it has been determined that the proper joint gap is achieved, and you have visually verified that the lower engine 
cases are not contacting the lower frame rails, it is time to fully torque all of the fasteners of the original engine mounts 
to their manufacturer’s recommended torque specification (while still lifting the rear of the frame). 
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13.) Once all of the engine mount fasteners have been tightened, you should be able to discontinue lifting the rear of 
the frame, and the gaps of the joints will remain the same. After doing a final check to ensure that you have proper gaps, 
and that the engine cases are not contacting the lower frame rails, it is time to weld the hardtail to your stock frame. 
You will most likely want to place a piece of protective fire retardant fabric or leather welding blanket between the 
engine and the frame in order to prevent heat damage and/or weld spatter from sticking to the engine (especially true 
when MIG welding, see “Tools Required for Installation” above for proper sized welder). Start by first tack welding the 
backbone tube, then both lower rails to the hardtail. Then continue welding as much of each joint as possible with 
engine installed. Remember that the engine is essentially acting as a jig in this instance, so the more welding you can do 
with the engine installed, the better. Tack welds alone are not sufficient before removing your engine. 
 
14.) After completing as much of the welding as can be done with the engine installed, allow your welds to fully cool, 
and then remove your engine from the frame. You can now finish all welds 100% around each joint. Do not forget to 
plug (rosette) weld the 3 holes shut that you drilled earlier. 
 
15.) You may have noticed that the upper seat cross-member tube of our hardtail is only tack welded into place. This 
was intentionally done like this to allow you to move it if needed for your final seat placement. There are so many size 
variations of seats, that we really cannot weld it in one place and have it fit everything. This tube MUST BE FULLY 
WELDED into place before use. To prevent the frame rails of the hardtail from warping inward when welding the seat 
cross member tube into place, you need to place something in between the axle plates of the hardtail to apply a 
“spreading” force against the insides of the axleplates. We include a piece of ½” threaded rod as well as two ½” nuts and 
two ½” flat washers just for that reason. First you need to assemble them as shown in Figure below, then you will 
actually need to spread the hardtail approximately ½” wider than it is at finished width so that it will spring back to 
proper finished width after welding. Proper finished width after welding is 8 ½” (216mm) in between axle plates for part 
#103-0008, and 11 3/16” (284mm) in between axle plates for part #103-0009. That means that you need to spread the 
hardtail to 9” (229mm) in between axle plates for part #103-0008, and 11-11/16” (297mm) in between axle plates for 
part #103-0009 before welding the seat cross member tube to allow the material to “spring back” to proper finished 
width previously mentioned. If for some reason your hardtail ends up being narrower than proper finished width after 
you fully weld your seat cross member tube into place, there is no need to worry because you can use the supplied 
threaded rod and hardware to spread your hardtail far enough to effectively straighten it so that it returns to proper 
finished width once the “spreader” has been removed. Once you have fully welded the seat cross member tube into 
place, and you have confirmed that your hardtail is at proper finished width between axle plates, installation of the 
hardtail is complete!       
 
NOTES REGARDING REASSEMBLY OF YOUR SPORTSTER AFTER HARDTAIL IS INSTALLED 
103-0008 Weld-on Hardtail (Stock Width Wheel/Tire): 

1.) The 103-0008 Hardtail is designed to use your stock axle, wheel, wheel spacers, brake components (86-99 are 
easiest to use), etc. See supplied parts diagram for all that is included with the kit, as well as the sequence that 
the hardware is designed to be installed. 

2.) Your stock belt or chain is too short to fit. This hardtail is stretched 2” longer than the stock wheelbase, so you 
must use a longer (1-1/8” x 137 tooth HD Part #40571-04 or #40571-04B) belt, or simply convert to chain drive. 
Chains can be purchased from our web site www.tcbros.com.  

3.) The 103-0008 Hardtail is most commonly used in conjunction with a 1986-1999 style brake caliper. There are 
brake anchor hardware components included in the kit to allow easy installation of these model year calipers. 
There is also a full sized template included to assist with installation of the 1986-99 caliper. The most common 
method to install the 1986-99 caliper is to drill and tap a 3/8-16 hole in the stock caliper bracket to attach the 
supplied brake anchor hardware. This requires a 5/16” diameter drill bit and a 3/8-16 UNC Tap (not included). 
Refer to supplied full sized template to determine hole location. 

4.) The 1986-99 style calipers have a large cast portion that wrapped around the stock swingarm. Most customers 
prefer to remove this for the cleanest look. See figure 13 for the steps of how to remove this if you so desire. 
Also refer to supplied full sized template for suggested contour.    

5.) 1982-85 style calipers can also be installed using TC Bros Part #104-0031 Anchor Rod Kit (Instructions Included in 
Kit). 
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6.) 2000-03 style calipers can also be installed, but TC Bros Choppers does not offer an anchor kit at this time. We 
recommend using 1986-99 style calipers for easiest install as they fit your 2000-03 Stock Sportster wheel and 
rotor easily. They are readily available on ebay.   

7.) It is very important to check for proper chain or belt alignment with a straight edge before use! 
103-0009 Weld-on Hardtail (180/200 series Tire/Wheel): 

1.) The 103-0009 Hardtail is designed to be used with an aftermarket 180mm or 200mm series tire and a 5.5” Wide 
Rear Rim with a 1986-99 Big Twin Style hub. The 1986-99 big twin style rear hub has the same 5 bolt pattern as 
your stock sportster rotor and pulley.   

2.) The 5.5” rear wheel and 180mm or 200mm tire is much wider than stock. This requires use of a 1” offset Front 
Sprocket or Pulley in order to be able to install. We recommend converting to chain drive as the offset pulley 
components are much more costly than sprockets, and the chain is much narrower than a belt, allowing for 
greater clearance from the frame rails. 

3.) Your stock belt is too short to fit. This hardtail is stretched 2” longer than the stock wheelbase, so you must use 
a longer (1-1/8” x 137 tooth HD Part #40571-04 or #40571-04B) belt, or simply convert to chain drive. We highly 
recommend converting belt drive Sportsters to chain drive on the 103-0009 Hardtail for best performance, and 
most cost savings. 

4.) Your stock Axle is too short to fit the 103-0009 hardtail. Your stock spacers also are most likely not the correct 
length for your aftermarket 5.5” wide wheel. TC Bros Choppers Part #104-0032 has the correct length stainless 
steel axle and hardware necessary to install the 5.5” wheel into the hardtail. It is available for purchase on our 
website www.tcbros.com.  

5.) The brake tab (TC Bros #HT900XL) is included, but not welded onto your 103-0009 weld on hardtail like it is on 
the 103-0008 (stock width) hardtails. This is because of the variety of wheels and brakes that our customers like 
to use on wide tire builds as opposed to our stock wheel/tire width customers who typically re-use their stock 
brake components. The tab must be securely welded to the frame before riding in order for the rear brakes to 
function properly. Please refer to supplied parts diagram for reference as to what is included in the kit.  

6.) It is very important to check for proper chain or belt alignment with a straight edge before use! 
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Complete Your Sportster With More Parts From TC Bros. 
Order online 24/7 at: www.TCBros.com Or Call 419-265-9399 
#104-0027  
TC Bros Holey Battery Box for YTX14AH or 12N14 Series Batteries 
(Use on #103-0008 stock width sportster hardtail) 
 
#104-0029 
TC Bros Battery Box Mounting Kit for Stock Tire Sportster Hardtail 
 (Use to mount #104-0028) 
 

 
#104-0028 
TC Bros Holey Battery Box for 1981-03 Sportster YTX20 or YB16 Series 
Batteries 
(Use ONLY on #103-0009 180/200 series tire sportster hardtail, will not 
work with stock width.) 
 

#104-0030 
TC Bros Battery Box Mounting Kit for 180/200 Series Tire Sportster Hardtail 
(Use to mount #104-0028) 
 
#105-0132 
TC Bros 5 inch Round Pill Style Oil Tank  
(Use with #105-133 heavy duty oil tank mounting kit) 
 
 
#105-0133 
Heavy duty oil tank mounting kit. 
 
 

#105-0136 TC Bros. 6.25” Spun Fender (works great with stock 130mm tires) 
 
#104-0033 
High Strength Stainless Axle Kit for Stock Tire (130-150) Sportster Hardtail 

 
#104-0032 
High Strength Stainless Axle Kit for 180/200 Series Tire Sportster Hardtail 

 
#104-0031 
TC Bros 82-85 Harley Sportster Hardtail Brake Anchor Rod Kit 
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See Next Page For Brake Caliper Template. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All TC Bros. Hardtails are Proudly Made In USA! 
 
 
 
 

See our wide selection of products at www.tcbros.com  
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TC BROS.                     
HAS EVERYTHING TO 

COMPLETE YOUR BIKE! 
Order online at: www.TCBros.com Or Call: 419-265-9399 

 

HUGE SELECTION! 
IN STOCK!    READY TO SHIP! 

Free Shipping on USA Orders Over $100 

*Excludes oversized items and Ebay orders. 


